### LAYOUT 2

**Description:** Layout 2 is for the traditionalist, or someone who wants to show off their fabrics with more large block options. A traditional set quilt with sashing and corner stones is perfect for the beginner, or for an easy, care free sewing experience!

#### Block Sizing Guide

- **12”**
- **6”**

#### 66” x 66”
(58) Blocks Total

#### Block Sizes Required:
- 12” Blocks: (14)
- 6” Blocks: (44)

#### Fabric Requirements:

**Binding:**
- 5/8 yard

**Corner Stone Fabric:**
- 1/8 yard

**Sashing Fabric:**
- 1 yards

**Backing:**
- 4 1/8 yards
**CUTTING INSTRUCTIONS:**

**Binding:**
- Cut (7) 2 ½” x WOF binding strips.

**Corner Stone Fabric:**
- Cut (1) 2” x WOF strip. Subcut (16) 2” squares.

**Sashing Fabric:**
- Cut (14) 2” x WOF strips. Subcut (40) 2” x 12 ½” sashing strips.

**ASSEMBLY INSTRUCTIONS:**

1. Create horizontal sashing rows using (5) 2” x 12 ½” sashing strips and (4) 2” corner stone squares. Begin and end each row with a sashing strip. Press seams toward the sashing strips.

2. Repeat to create (4) horizontal sashing rows measuring 2” x 66 ½” unfinished.

3. Lay out 6” and 12” Blocks as shown in the diagram to create horizontal block rows. *(Please note: (4) 6” Blocks are placed together to create a 12” Block.)* Place (1) 2” x 12 ½” sashing strip vertically in between each block.

4. Once you are satisfied with the layout, sew blocks together in horizontal block rows. Press seams toward the sashing strips.

5. Sew block and sashing rows together to complete the quilt top. Quilt top should measure 66 ½” x 66 ½” unfinished.

Inspire others by posting a picture of your finished quilt on the Moda Block Heads Facebook group. Be sure to use #ModaBlockheads when posting to your social media accounts.